
SECURE BIKE 
STORAGE 



The Addition bike store is a heavy-duty, all-metal bike shed  
providing secure outdoor storage of up to 3* adult cycles and all 
of your cycling equipment. Built from tough galvanised steel, this 
storage unit offers excellent bike security and is an ideal secure 
store for all of your high value mountain bikes and road bikes. To 
keep your bikes safe and dry, the Addition bike store features a 

UNIT DIMENSIONS
A. Height: 1444mm (4ft 7")
B. Width: 1832mm (6ft)
C. Depth: 924mm (3ft)
Weight: 103Kg (16.2 stone)

ADDITION SECURITY
 - 3-point locking system with 

pick-and-drill resistant lock
 - Integral full metal base with 

fixings for securing the unit 
to the ground

ADDITION DESIGN
 - Wide double door access
 - Door handing can be 

changed by the user
 - Integral weather guard 

and shed ventilation keeps 
equipment dry

 - Green, grey or ivory finish

BASE DIMENSIONS
1990mm x 1100mm
DOOR APERTURE
1180mm x 1140mm
DOOR CLEARANCE 650mm

ASGARD FEATURES
 - Weatherproof construction 

made from strong, thick, 
galvanised steel

 - Supplied with a 10 year 
warranty as standard

 - Maintenance free with no 
repainting or rotting

 - Internal fixings with no  
externally exposed fixtures, 
safe and secure

 - Easy self assembly with 
instructions provided

 - Installation service available
 - Accessory packs available

addition.

“Superb item, structurally sound and secure, 
really functional and looks great - is a pleasure 
to use. Top tip; get the full length shelf, its  
brilliant.”

- Mr YT

dimensions

key features

pick-and-drill resistant, 3-point locking system, an integral full 
metal floor and a vented roof. Packed with innovative features 
the Addition bike store has an integral rain guard to keep the 
strongest wind and rain out, along with large double door  
access for easy loading and unloading of your valuable bikes. 
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See back of 

brochure for 

reviews

A.

B.

C.

All dimensions and weights are approximate.
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“This shed was worth  
every penny, very good to  
assemble nice and strong  

if i had to buy one again  
this is the one for me.”

- Marty 
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